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25th Annual
Chattooga River Clean-up.
Story by Roger Nott
Photos by Roger Nott and Jay Davis
Many thanks to our 24 volunteers who
made our 25th Annual Chattooga Cleanup a success. This year we were not only able to clean GCA's adopted two and
a half-mile section from Thrift's Ferry to
Hwy. 76 but were also able to clean four
and a half additional miles immediately
upstream, from the Blue Tag Trail Access,
two miles upstream of the Fall Creek
put-in, to Thrift’s Ferry.
Our 24 volunteers met at Hwy, 76,
where we were greeted and thanked by
the Chattooga River Ranger Plinio Beres. Then most of us cleaned, on
foot ,the river downstream of Bull
Sluice, the Highway 76 bridge area, and
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the USFS parking lot for the next hour
and a half.
However, Kevin McInturff, in an OC-2
with his son Noah, and 5 kayakers left immediately to tackle cleaning the river upstream of Thrift's Ferry. He took this photo when they reached Thrift's and unloaded their extensive booty. Shown left to
right are Barclay Fouts, Noah McInturff,
Daniel Pate, Mike Tyra, Donnie Caldwell,
and Joey Sharp. They left their garbage at
Thrift’s and enjoyed a recreational paddle
to Woodall Shoals, linking up with the
main group just before Bull Sluice.

Our main group put on at Thrift’s Ferry
about 12:40 p.m. and cleaned to the Hwy.
76 Bridge. (continued, page 2)
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Shown with most of our booty are, left to
right, Mike Tyra (upstream group), Chuck
Johnson, Mike Pepper, Beth Hurst (who did
not boat but helped us shuttle our volunteers and drink coolers), Kimberly Kerce,
Jay Manalo (crouching), Daniel Pate
(upstream group), Jason McCay, Josh Hendricks, Jim Gawlas, Roger Nott, Jay Davis,
Donnie Caldwell (upstream group), Curtis
Clark (sitting), Lee Pursell (kneeling), Jason
Lobough, Matt Henry, Mark Holmberg, and
Josh Singleton. Not shown is David Suitts.

All of our boaters paddled kayaks, other
than open boaters Kevin, Noah and I, who
hauled most of the trash.
We had a warm, humid day, which made
the river's cool, clear water very welcome,
and a sporting 1.71 on the USGS Hwy. 76
gauge. We took a leisurely pace; frequently stopping for snacks, and dips, and got to
Bull Sluice by 3:30. Here Jay took lots of
pictures, which he has posted on the GCA
Facebook page. He was also a great help
to me in publicizing the clean-up and completing the waivers.
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After we disposed of our trash at Hwy.
76, most of us paddled together leisurely
to Woodall Shoals. After a stiff hike out,
we very much enjoyed celebratory beverages at the parking lot and, for most of
us, good fellowship and food together at
Humble Pie in Long Creek or at the
Mexican Market in Clayton. Thanks crew
for a great day!
Thanks again go to our hard-working
volunteers and to American Rivers, who
co-sponsored and helped advertise our
trip and provided trash bags as part of its
own 25th Annual National River Cleanup
Program. - EL

Kevin McInturff at Bull Sluice. Photo by Jay Davis

Jay Manalo at Bull Sluice. Photo by Jay Davis
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My Sweet Experience on the
River with Awesome GCA
Instructors
Story by Jillian Stewart
Photos by Tammy Lea

You know the feeling you get when you
longingly look at whitewater videos and
think “Wow I could never do that!” or
“How cool! I wish I could do something
like that” ? Well, I’ve had the exact reaction… until now. I’m beyond excited to be
able to say “I’m a Kayaker!” My river birth,
as I like to think of it, was Saturday
06/10/2017. On that memorable day I had
my PFD (Personal First Descent) on the
Tuckasegee River, thanks to my incredible
GCA instructors: Tammy Lea, Jim Tebbel
and Lisa Haskell, and support boater Mike
Thompson. I feel like a new woman!
Woohoo!
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possible IF/WHEN you do swim. This is
where my awesome GCA instructors came
into play because, thanks to their guidance
and ability to gain my trust, the one time I
had to wet exit on the Tuck I actually had fun
(crazy huh?!). I’m not going to lie. It was
scary the first few seconds, but once I
yanked my grab loop and surfaced I started
chuckling. Maybe it was an overwhelming
feeling of relief or maybe I was genuinely having the time of my life. I’m going with the latter.
The GCA class title spoke volumes to me:
PADDLE MORE; SWIM LESS. They weren’t
kidding about paddling more! This two day
class was an intense, exhausting, fun and unforgettable experience. I went from feeling
ready to give up, as if I’m not cut out for this
thing called Whitewater Kayaking, to jumping
on various sites in search of my very own
boat.

The first part of Day 1, before getting on the
lake, we had a theory lesson on river features
Let me start off by stating I’m no stranger
and safety. Then we went over gear (the 5
to water. Growing up an island girl
essentials – helmet/pfd/paddle/skirt/boat), fit(Trinidad) , I’ve been told I swim like a
ting and transporting your boat, and helpful
shark. Little did I know that, no matter
stretches/warmup exercises. On the lake we
how good a swimmer one may be, whitelearned basic strokes, corrective strokes and
water swimming is a whole different kettle wet exits. A few students were even able to
of fish (pun?!) Why on earth would I start get a roll in! Being the only newbie in the
my story with the topic that scares all new- class I had the hardest time controlling my
bies you ask? Well, I feel it’s the most imboat. I was paddling my Lil’ Joe, which isn’t
portant part of whitewater for a beginner
the most beginner-friendly boat. That, couto face and with which to become as com- pled with having to do an unexpected wet
fortable as possible. Actually, CORRECexit, broke my spirit and left me feeling deTION: do not become comfortable with
feated and sad; like giving up. My boyfriend,
swimming, but become comfortable with
(continued, page 4)
exiting your boat as safely and calmly as
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(Sweet Experience, continued from page 4)
who has been my biggest supporter saw the
look on my face and was very concerned, but
when I got off the lake he and Mike gave the
most encouraging pep talk and I immediately
felt better. I felt my bravery slowly coming
back. I CAN DO THIS. After a quick lunch
we headed to the Tuck to put it all to practice.
When we got to the river, I switched from my
Lil’ Joe to Tammy’s Mamba, which is a sweet
boat, and much more beginner-friendly. I was
so excited to be able to catch eddies and get
through wave trains with a huge grin.
Then, at one point, instead of following Mike
into an eddy to prep to take the left line
through one little rapid, (the hole below the
railroad bridge) I followed my boyfriend (an
experienced open-boater) who went straight
through the hole. Here’s proof that my inhibitions went out the window because I almost
punched through the wave, but something
went awry. I flipped, swam the hole (a bit
scary) and came up giggling. If I hadn’t grasped
proper wet exit technique I’m sure this would
not have been any laughing matter, but I kept
my paddle in hand, a few instructors rounded
up my boat, and I was fine and STILL having
fun. From this point forward, however, constant thoughts of strokes, angles, tilts, and
turns flooded my mind… and guess what… I
became stiff and timid. Ask anyone who
knows me; I’m a brave chick, I swear, but
whitewater will serve anyone a piece of humble pie. I didn’t let this get the best of me
though! My instructors and classmates made
sure of it with their helpful tips and encouragement, and sweet personalities and cheering.
It also helped that the day was just gorgeous
and we saw bald eagles along the way!
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At the end of the day I was beyond exhausted, so much so I fell asleep while eating dinner!
On Day 2 our class dwindled to only two
students. We missed the others a lot, but
the amount of 1:1 attention Debbie and I
received was really cool. With very sore
shoulders, I was determined to work on
relaxing more and using my torso and hips
to do the work. At the put in, we started
off with working on attainment, which was a
huge struggle for me. I could only make it
upstream to a certain rock, so a couple of
instructors hung back and coached me on
ferrying instead. Never a dull moment in a
GCA class! As we made our way downstream I maintained focus on relaxing more.
It’s amazing how subtle physical and mental
adjustments can have such a significant impact on how one moves down the river! I
started getting better at ferrying, felt more
comfortable catching eddies and was not
afraid to try peel outs even though I had to
brace a couple times. I also had a blast
learning rope throws and how best to swim
and catch ropes. By the end of this day I
was in heaven! (continued, page 5)
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Bellyak World Championships:
The First Annual Bellyak Race
By
Adam Masters and William Blakely
Photos courtesy of Team Bellyak

I can never express the overwhelming feeling of joy the river has brought to my life.
Thanks to Sean McManus, I have a newfound
love for everything whitewater and I really
appreciate the GCA instructors for helping
me solidify a sweet beginner experience for
my journey in becoming a better paddler.
I’m sure I will encounter days of frustration,
BUT now I have a better understanding of
how to get down the river, paddling more
and swimming less! For all my fellow newbies out there, STAY LOOSE, ENJOY THE
JOURNEY and HAVE FUN!
SYOTR! - EL

Race Recap
On May 27th, Bellyak hosted the first ever
Race For A Cause on the French Broad river
as part of the Mountain Sports Festival in
Asheville, North Carolina. Race day brought
water levels on the high side of perfect! The
Class 1 river felt like it was moving faster
than it was had it been lower.
On race day, everyone was excited about
getting on the river. After an ambiguous
mass start, 13 racers completed the 1.5 mile
sprint from French Broad Outfitters at
Hominy Creek down to Carrier Park.
William Blakely represented the adaptive
side of Team Bellyak., winning the adaptive
category and coming in 9th overall.
(continued, page 6)

Double Drop!
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Eli Masters (nephew of the founder) won the
kids division, and Dominic *surname unknown* took the overall win. Genuine plastic
trophies were given, webbed high fives were
shared all around, and $72 was raised for Our
Voice. Our Voice is a local nonprofit in pursuit
of a community free of sexual violence.
William
May 27th was my first time being back on a
Bellyak since August of 2016. It was also my
mom's very first time paddling a Bellyak, which
she ended up loving. She's never paddled one
because she's always paddled a regular kayak.
Her favorite part was getting to paddle a Bellyak with me and she had a lot of fun,. That
that was my favorite part too. I wasn't actually
racing with the other kids, I just wanted to
paddle for fun. I met new friends and got to
paddle with my mom. It was a great day.—EL
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Recreational Trails Program Update
By Dan MacIntyre

I serve as the GCA representative and paddling representative in general to the Georgia Recreational Trails Advisory Committee. There have been some important changes in the Recreational Trails Program that
you should be aware of if you are interested
in paddle trails.
Recreational Trails Program Overview
The RTP is a grant program. The United
States Congress appropriates funding for the
Program. I n Georgia, administration of RTP
is handled by staff of the Department of Natural Resources. The purpose of the RTP is to
provide and maintain recreational trails and
trail-related facilities. This includes paddle
trails.
IMPORTANT CHANGES TO
RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM
The Georgia Recreational Trails Grant Program (RTP) has traditionally awarded these
funds through an annual grant application
process that begins each fall, with grant
award winners announced in the following
spring. For your long term planning purposes, they are giving advanced notice of changes in the funding cycle for the Recreational
Trails Program grants.
(continued, page 7)
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Additionally, Georgia RTP has undergone an
audit by the Feds which will result in some
changes to the grant program processes. More emphasis will be placed on awarding grants to project sponsors with trail
projects ready for immediate construction,
and also on getting projects completed and
grants closed on a timelier basis. Also,
though this is not yet final, I believe that paddle trails are going to have a fairer chance
competing with other types of trails than
they have had in the past.
The Georgia RTP will go to a biennial (every
other year) application and grant award process beginning in Fall 2017, with the grant
awards to be made in 2019, and the next
funding cycle announced in Fall 2019. The
maximum grants award amounts will also be
increased above the current $100,000 level. This biennial process will increase the
funding amount available each grant cycle,
and the selected projects will have cleared
all environmental reviews, site ownership /
easement issues, and funding match obstacles prior to awarding of the grants.
To stay informed and review more detailed
information on RTP program changes, you
should monitor gastateparks.org/grants/
rtp. You can call the DNR section that administers the RTP at (404) 463-1030 if you
have any questions. - EL

From GCA President Jay Davis:
Hey Folks, this is a reminder that the election of new club officers will occur at our
Fall membership meeting /paddle in October. If you see things you would like to improve or change in the club, then I encourage YOU to be that change! Throw your
hat in the ring!
If you are interested in running for office,
please contact Jay Davis.

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members
share information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and
links to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip
reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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An Extra Long Chattooga Day
Story by Kerrie Barloga
Photos courtesy of Mary Torbush

On May 27, 2017, Mary and Hunter Torbush, Lesley Symington, John Holley, Jason
McCay and Kerrie Barloga had a long fun
day on the Chattooga. With all this water
kayakers are going a little crazy trying to
run every free flowing river before the
water runs out so this trip did not come
together until the Friday night before.
The level was between 1.7 and 1.8 on the
boater’s gauge and it was a sunny warm
day. The water was crystal clear and surfing the clear waves felt like flying.
We started at Thrift’s Ferry after setting a
complicated shuttle that involved boats
and vehicles at Woodall and vehicles at
Lake Tugaloo boat ramp. Parking was limited as everyone was out to play Memorial Day Weekend. Given the distance we
had to keep moving but managed to find
a lot of good surf waves and rock faces. We all ran Bull Sluice with style and
Jason’s brother Daniel and friend Brian
joined us.
The water became a little pushier and the
moves a little tighter after we crossed under the 76 bridge. Surfing wave was an
ender machine. John Holley rode the
wave for 8 seconds at least!

Kerrie Barloga on Surfer’s Wave

Mary Torbush and John Holley finished
their day at Woodall. I think John caught
every eddy. Mary played with a few holes
and styled the moves. There was some
boat swapping and hikes up and down the
hill and the remaining six of us continued
to complete Section 4.
The 1.7/1.8 is an excellent level for fun
waves. Daniel and Brian styled all the
drops. Hunter kept leading Lesley astray
across various rock faces. In the Five Falls
stretch some chose to walk (always an excellent choice) and one person did some
unintentional stern squirts and back
enders. But there were no misadventures
and everyone had fun. Ask Hunter and
Lesley about the seal launch that involved
ropes, carabiners, near swims, waterlogged boats and big grins. The paddle
across the lake featured stiff wind and the
beginnings of white caps but we reached
(continued, page 9)
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the take out at 6pm – a little more than 6
hours of paddling as we launched at
11:45am.
Adding 3.5 to the 4.0 makes for a very long
day and, although I thoroughly enjoyed the
day, I would not recommend this unless all
participants have solid rolls. There is not
much cushion to accommodate the time it
takes to collect swimmers and the gear. It
was a good day and fun was had by all. - EL

Hunter Torbush at Surfer’s Wave

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf format. To subscribe, contact Vincent Payne at 404.629.5376 or Vincent.payne9354@gmail.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: EddyLineEditor@gmail.com.
Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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Fun and Learning on the River
By Autumn Kelley
Photos by Kevin Kelley
and Tammy Lea
If you kayak, you might understand wanting
to kick your parents' butt at kayaking and
becoming better than them one day. A
good step forward is taking a great class
from some great professionals. Not just any
professionals, THE BEST INSTRUCTORS
FOR KIDS EVER!!!
I would highly recommend this class for kids
who have a little knowledge with kayaking. I
was the youngest there. I am 11. So, just
about anyone can do this. At first, we
learned paddle signals and basic safety precautions. Next, we did a warm up with our
paddles doing torso rotations. Then we
played a game where the teams tried to get
an object (pig toy) to the other team’s goal.
Eventually, we got on the river. We ferried,
practiced how to successfully navigate
through rapids, the peel out, catch eddies,
surf, do a wet exit, do hip snaps, potentially
you could learn to roll, (continued, page 10)
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and much, much more.
Ms. Tammy and Ms. Kerrie were my incredible instructors. If you are nervous, don't
be! These ladies know what they are doing!
If you are uncomfortable doing something,
say "I don't really want to do this". They
won't mind. Be brave! You might get a little
banged up and get some bruises. However,
it is totally worth it!
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Not only do you learn, you also bond with
the people you paddle with. For instance,
we went to dinner together afterwards. You
can make new friends. After all, it would be
a tragedy if you paddle with someone you
dislike.
We saw a lot of wildlife including geese,
green heron, a great blue heron, an eagle
with eaglets, butterflies and dragonflies. The
geese swam through the rapids like pros,
and when they are eating there was one
with their head up called the guard. The eagle was roosting in a tree, and the eaglets
were there too but they didn't quite have
their white heads yet. However, that didn't
keep them from screeching. (It sounded like
fingernails on a chalkboard) As for the other birds, they just randomly flew across the
river every now and then.

Be positive! If you flip or get hurt, don't be
sad or mad. Even the professionals flip! I
got dunked. Twice! Both times I had a
smile on my face!

I loved this experience! Like I mentioned
before it is very fun! It is nothing like school
in fact my instructors made learning into a
game!!! Go! You won't regret it! Don't go,
and you will miss out! - EL
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Boy Scouts Fifty-mile Paddle
on the Yellow River
Story and photos by Daniel Brant

The uniqueness of the Yellow River Water Trail
comes from those stakeholders that call it
home. This summer, Bert Adams Scout Camp
became another one of those stakeholders
when it added a fifty-mile kayaking trek to its
summer camp program. Each week, the camp
took eight to twelve of its older campers
down the water trail starting at the Gwinnett
Yellow River Park and ending five days later at
Lake Jackson.

The goal of the trip was to not only develop
advanced leadership skills in these older
scouts, but also for them to have an adventure of a lifetime. Christian Goerner, Dominic
Colleta, and Noah Scott, who staffed the trip,
advised the scouts on navigating the river, maneuvering their kayaks, setting up camp, and
cooking meals. Off the river, the boys participated in bouldering, disc golf, learned about
local government from the Porterdale City
Manager- Bob Thompson, went on hikes, and
so much more. The staff emphasized boy lead-
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ership throughout the trip with boys taking
a lead on cooking meals, setting up camp,
and deciding on the off river activities that
they would like to do.

As the week went on, the scouts also led
each other through and over river strainers,
and assisted each other getting back into
their boat. At the end of the week, the boys
were able to share in their victory of earning the BSA’s fifty miler award which is one
of the rarer awards in the Scouting movement. The program is proving to be a great
addition to the Bert Adams Scout Camp
program, and the Camp is looking forward
to the 2018 year. - EL

Chattahoochee Riverkeeper has paddle trips and paddle cleanups
through the year. If anyone is interested in safety boating for some
of these trips - message Tammy Bates at
tbates@chattahoochee.org.
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Off we went down the river with a very basic
Todd and Olivia’s
knowledge of its features. What we did know
is the river was at about 1,500 cfs and rising,
Excellent Adventure
which, by the description online, was an awesome straight up class IV run. Anticipating
By Todd McGinnis
awesomeness we were a bit thrown off as we
proceeded to find essentially class II+ rapids
for the first mile or so. We just figured we
While in Colorado, Olivia and I had the
chance to paddle the Numbers section of the read the gauge wrong. Then we came around
Arkansas River. The Numbers is one of Col- the bend.
orado’s best known class IV rivers. It is loOnce we rounded the bend we saw white
cated about 10 miles up the road from
pops and heard the rumblings of a fun horidowntown Buena Vista.
zon. Smiling we knew the fun and the river
There was a crew headed to the river ahead were about to pick up. The days before had
of us, and Olivia and I were scrambling to get been full of the excitement and stress of preparing for competition – this day was just
ready to meet them at the put in. Though
that was our intent we never actually shared about fun. Olivia and I ran the first couple rapour plans with them. In our rush to get load- ids grabbing eddies and peeking over our
ed and headed to the river Olivia was clear shoulder for the next move and traded off the
lead. After the second set of rapids we parked
headed enough to pursue an idea. She ran
over to EJ and was able to get her hands on in an eddy and realized the other group was
the Jackson slicey concept boat. We tossed nowhere to be found – time to paddle for just
ourselves and not focus on catching the oththe boat in the truck and off we went.
ers. The worst that would happen is that we
would paddle all the way to Buena Vista.
As we jetted up the road to the put in, we
were surprised that we never caught up with
the other group of paddlers. Once at the riv- The river kept impressing us all the way down
er we found only an angry man and his girl- with wave trains and holes. Olivia really got
friend. He was ultra frustrated that his drone the opportunity to give the concept boat a rewould not fly – so he threw it in the car and al run for its money. She had a blast with the
mumbled something about going back to the boat; wave wheels, cart wheels, stern squirts,
and macho moves enhanced the run even
hotel.
more. As we came out of the last rapid we
found the take out and I hopped out to see if
Once we realized the other group was already on the river or just eating a long lunch any one was there. All I found was a guy
standing next to a van. He said there was a
we decided to get on the river. Who cares
that we do not have shuttle or know the riv- raft trip coming down and we could ask his
er at all – we can read and run with the best boss for a ride back to town.
(continued, page 13)
of them.
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(Numbers, continued from page 12)

We loaded our boats on the Brown Canyon
Outfitters trailer and jumped in their
van. They were awesome and dropped us
off in town were the Walkers were nice
enough to give me a ride to back to the
truck.
The trip down the Numbers was so very
Olivia and Todd – the plan changes and we
just run with it. What an awesome time. -EL

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT
Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

Adult and Juvenile Bald Eagles on the Tuck
Photo by Ted Whisenhunt.

John Blakely and Huck Wisenhunt side
surfing on the Tuck. Photo by Ted
Whisenhunt.
Huck Whisenhunt, John Blakely and Calvin Barloga
enjoying the Tuck during the GCA Kid’s Clinic.
Photo by Ted Whisenhunt
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
August 5

Chattooga Section IV

Contact Roger Nott, 678-316-4935

August 12

Tuckaseegee River

Contact Marshall Busko, 404-822-8650, marshallbusko@hotmail.com

September 2-3

Hiwassee River

September 2: Brannen Proctor, 770-664-7384, Bproctor@mindspring.com
September 3: Jack Taylor, 770-998-0350, xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net

Stone Mountain Roll Practice: Wade Walker YMCA, check the GCA calendar for details
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://www.gapaddle.com. For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com.
Thinking of joining a paddling trip?
When deciding to join a GCA trip, whether an “official” trip posted on the website, or a pop-up trip posted on the Facebook page, please keep the following bit of river etiquette in mind:
Always check with the trip coordinator/leader before inviting a guest to come along on the trip with you, especially if your guest is an inexperienced
paddler. This is to insure the skill level of your guest matches the targeted skill level of the group. Many pop-up trips will not have safety boaters., and
it’s considered rude to expect the other paddlers in the group to be responsible for an unexpected paddler. Please don’t put the trip leader in the uncomfortable position of having to turn someone away because their experience level doesn’t match that of the group.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — email Cruisemaster James Wright at jwrightnmaul@hotmail.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all
types of trips, from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up
to coordinate a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2017, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 9354
Grapevine Drive, Winston, GA 30187. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 611, Winston, GA 30187.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 611
Winston, Georgia 30187
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and individual
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

